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Abstract Over the last decades, a large understanding has been gained on the elastic properties
of rocks. Rocks are, however, porous materials, which properties depend on both response of the bulk
material and of the pores. Because in that case both the applied external pressure and the fluid pressure
play a role, different poroelasticity coefficients exist. While theoretical relations exist, measuring precisely
those different coefficients remains an experimental challenge. Accounting for the different experimental
complexities, a new methodology is designed that allows attaining accurately a large set of compressibility
and poroelasticity coefficients in porous and permeable rocks. This new method relies on the use of forced
confining or pore fluid pressure oscillations. In total, seven independent coefficients have been measured
using three different boundary conditions. Because the usual theories predict only four independent
coefficients, this overdetermined set of data can be checked against existing thermodynamic relations.
Measurements have been performed on a Bentheim sandstone under, water- and glycerine-saturated
conditions for different values of confining and pore fluid pressure. Consistently with the poroelasticity
theory, the effect of the fluid bulk modulus is observed under undrained conditions but not under drained
ones. Using thermodynamic relations, (i) the unjacketed, quartz, and skeleton (Zimmerman’s relation) bulk
moduli fit, (ii) the drained and undrained properties fit, and (iii) it is directly inferred from the measurements
that the pore skeleton compressibility C𝜙 is expected to be constant with pressure and to be exceedingly
near the bulk skeleton Cs and mineral Cm compressibility coefficients.

Plain Language Summary Poroelastic properties of rocks are a major information for a large
variety of applications linked to rupture processes in saturated media. Theories exist to link the properties
to measurable parameters. Yet only little measurements exist to confront those theories. This article aims
at providing a method for accurately measuring those properties. Moreover, for one particular rock, a large
amount of compressibility and poroelastic coefficients is measured and used to confront those theories.

1. Introduction

Sedimentary rocks are complex porous and microcracked media saturated by various fluids. Over the last
decades, large attention was given to the understanding of elastic properties of crustal rocks. In a first approx-
imation, assuming the isotropic rock to be nonporous, only two elastic properties are needed to characterize
the medium. In the case of porous rocks, however, four compressibility need to be defined because of the
existence of the two volumes (i.e., of the rock sample Vb and of the pores Vp) and of the two pressures
(i.e., confining pressure Pc and pore fluid pressure pf ) involved. While elastic properties have been largely
treated theoretically and experimentally, much less attention was given to the poroelastic properties. Starting
from Terzaghi [1936] and Biot [1941], theories have been developed to analyze the rock’s and pores’ behav-
iors when submitted to variations in internal (i.e., pore fluid pressure pf ) or external (i.e., confining pressure Pc)
stress variations. Using thermodynamics considerations, it is possible to derive coefficients to describe those
different elastic deformations. Two coefficients relate to the rock’s bulk behaviors, and the other two relate to
the rock’s pores ones. Under the framework of reversible, isothermal, thermodynamics, two distinct theories
are appropriate: (i) Biot’s theory of poroelasticity [Biot, 1941] and (ii) Zimmerman’s theory of compressibil-
ity coefficients [Zimmerman et al., 1986; Zimmerman, 2000]. Poroelasticity defines the different properties
by changing the boundary conditions. Zimmerman’s approach showed that up to four compressibility
coefficients can be attained from only using purely drained boundary conditions.
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Following the work of Biot [1941], the theory of poroelasticity has been further developed [e.g., Gassmann,
1951; Rice and Cleary, 1976; Detournay and Cheng, 1993]. Two regimes are considered. The drained regime,
where fluid is allowed to flow out of a given sample’s volume, and the undrained one, where the fluid is not
allowed to flow out. For each of the two regimes, two distinct coefficients can be determined so that four
distinct constants are accessed: the drained compressibility (Cd) and Biot’s coefficient (𝛼), and the undrained
compressibility (Cu) and Skempton’s coefficient (B). In the drained regime, pore fluid pressure (pf ) is main-
tained constant and confining pressure (Pc) is varied. The rock sample (Vb) and of the pores (Vp) volumes are
measured so that

Cd = K−1
d = − 1

Vb

(
𝜕Vb

𝜕Pc

)
pf

, and 𝛼 = −
(
𝜕Vp

𝜕Vb

)
pf

. (1)

In the undrained regime, the fluid mass mf is maintained constant and confining pressure (Pc) is varied so that

Cu = K−1
u = − 1

Vb

(
𝜕Vb

𝜕Pc

)
mf

, and B =
(
𝜕pf

𝜕Pc

)
mf

. (2)

Based on the work of Zimmerman et al. [1986], another method can be used to define the rock from the sole
drained boundary conditions. In this second approach, variations of either Pc or pf can be distinctively applied,
while maintaining the other one constant. When varying Pc, pf is maintained constant and the volumes Vb

and Vp are measured so that

Cbc = − 1
Vb

(
𝜕Vb

𝜕Pc

)
pf

, and Cpc = − 1
Vp

(
𝜕Vp

𝜕Pc

)
pf

. (3)

Note from the definition that Cbc = Cd . When varying pf , Pc is maintained constant and the volumes Vb and
Vp are measured so that

Cbp = 1
Vb

(
𝜕Vb

𝜕pf

)
Pc

, and Cpp = 1
Vp

(
𝜕Vp

𝜕pf

)
Pc

. (4)

Hence, two bulk and two pore compressibility coefficients can be independently defined and measured. When
addressing the compressibility of a porous material, other coefficients may be introduced when both pore pf

and confining pressures Pc vary by the same amount (i.e., Pd = Pc − pf = constant). Because two responses
are again monitored, of the pores and the matrix, two constants may be reached:

Cs = − 1
Vb

(
𝜕Vb

𝜕Pc

)
Pd

, and C𝜙 = − 1
Vp

(
𝜕Vp

𝜕Pc

)
Pd

. (5)

Cs and C𝜙 are the skeleton compressibility coefficients of the matrix and pores, respectively; these coefficients
being often assumed to equal the compressibility Cm of the mineral dominantly present in the rock matrix,
i.e., that Cs = C𝜙 = Cm.

Finally, from those two theories, nine independent constants are defined and could be measured. However,
because measuring precisely those properties is a technical challenge, no experimental work to date reports
the direct and independent measurement of more than four properties [e.g., Müller and Sahay, 2014]. Because
both theories have the same underlying thermodynamics assumptions, the two can be linked together
[e.g., Detournay and Cheng, 1993; Zimmerman, 2000]. Relations between the different compressibility and/or
poroelastic coefficients have been derived theoretically [e.g., Rice and Cleary, 1976; Zimmerman et al., 1986;
Bouteca, 1992; Detournay and Cheng, 1993; Zimmerman, 2000; Bemer et al., 2001; Guéguen and Bouteca, 2004],
showing that only four constants are expected to be independent. As a consequence, all properties should
be known provided that four are measured independently.

But, as discussed by authors, some assumptions may not be true in microstructurally complex rocks. In par-
ticular, the assumption that the rock is microhomogeneous [e.g., Gassmann, 1951] may not always be true
[e.g., Brown and Korringa, 1975; Müller and Sahay, 2012, 2014]. For example, although for clean sandstones or
limestones, authors reported values of Cs very different from the compressibility Cm of the constituting min-
eral (i.e., quartz or calcite) [e.g., Detournay and Cheng, 1993; Hart and Wang, 1995, 2010]. Moreover, authors
also argued that the pore unjacketed compressibility C𝜙 could be very different from the matrix skeleton Cs
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and the mineral Cm compressibility [e.g., Berge et al., 1993; Berge, 1998; Hart and Wang, 2010]. Hart and Wang
[2010] inferred a C𝜙 value that is near Cs value at large effective pressures but is very close to the fluid com-
pressibility (i.e., Cf ) at lowest effective pressures. Berge et al. [1993] and Berge [1998] found large ranges of C𝜙

values, with values that could even be negative. Note, however, that, in most cases, C𝜙 was not directly mea-
sured but was inferred from the measured Skempton’s coefficient B [e.g., Green and Wang, 1986; Berge et al.,
1993; Berge and Berryman, 1995; Hart and Wang, 1995, 2010]. This further implies the need for measuring much
more than four poroelastic properties to check the theoretical relations against data in rocks. Moreover, all
previously reported measurements have been obtained using large pressure variations, of at least 1 to 2 MPa
[e.g., Hart and Wang, 1995, 2010]. This often implies strain variations larger than 10−4 in rocks such as sand-
stones. Because the compressibility coefficients are defined from partial derivatives, they should, however, be
measured from very small strain variations.

This raises the question as to whether a bias could have been introduced when measuring or inferring com-
pressibility coefficients. This contribution aims at tackling this technical challenge by providing a new method
of measurement, capable of reporting a large data set of poroelastic or compressibility constants for one rock
sample. After detailing the main technical limitations to be considered, the method is presented. It is based
on low-amplitude and low-frequency pressure oscillations. The method is applied to the study of a Bentheim
sandstone sample saturated by different fluids and submitted to various pressure conditions. All the indepen-
dently measured properties are reported and used to check data against existing theories. Finally, using the
direct measurements, insights are gained on the pore skeleton compressibility.

2. A New Method From Low-Amplitude and Low-Frequency Oscillations

The method aims at obtaining measurements of the different compressibility coefficients from the
stress-strain oscillations principle. In fact, the method combines two existing methodologies of confining
and pore pressure oscillations, respectively used for studies of frequency effects in rocks [e.g., Adelinet et al.,
2010] or oscillating pulse for permeability measurements in low permeability rocks [e.g., Song and Renner,
2007]. Following the stress-strain oscillations principle, each measurement corresponds to approximately 30
pressure oscillations. Hence, each data point correspond to about 60 increasing and decreasing stress ramps,
to attain a statistically representative value for one parameter at a given stress state. Moreover, as detailed
in Pimienta et al. [2015a], the method of pressure oscillations allows to directly filter out the low-frequency
(i.e., 13 min period) temperature oscillations from the air conditioning in the room. Hence, the additional
interest of the method is that all properties are measured under pure isothermal conditions.

2.1. Experimental Limitations for Measurements in Rocks
This new measuring method aims to account for three experimental issues of low-strain amplitudes,
low-strain rate (i.e., frequency), and existence of dead volumes under experimentally undrained conditions.
The differences between theoretical and measurable properties are listed in Table 1. Those aspects are
detailed below.
2.1.1. Pore Volume and Its Variations
As shown from equations (1), (3), and (4), the measurement of drained poroelastic and compressibility coef-
ficients needs the exact knowledge of the pore volume Vp and its variation ΔVp. However, this measurement
can seldom be achieved. In practice, only the total fluid volume Vf (and its variation ΔVf ), containing the pore
volume Vp and additional/dead fluid volumes Vd can be measured. Hence, Table 1 reports both the theoreti-
cal properties, which depend on Vp, and the real measurements (i.e., last column of Table 1) that depend on
Vf = Vp + Vd .

Note further that if pf is maintained constant, one obtains that ΔVf = ΔVp. Hence, the measured 𝛼 and Cpc

are expected to be properly measured. But, because of the fluid compressibility Cf , ΔVf and ΔVp differ if pf is
not constant, which may be the case for Cpp and C𝜙. In fact, no attempt is made here to measure C𝜙; hence,
the property is not documented in Table 1. Moreover, Cpp is not directly measured. The property measured is
ΔVf∕Δpf , which is proportional to Cpp (see section 5).

2.1.2. Role of the Strain Amplitude and Strain Rate
Linear poroelasticity assumes small reversible deformations. Indeed, from thermodynamic considerations,
the coefficients relate to derivatives (𝜕) and not finite variations (Δ). Let us take the example of the skele-
ton compressibility Cs. Only because small pressure variations are applied, the derivative of 𝜕Pc and 𝜕Vb can
consistently be approximated by the oscillations amplitudes ΔPc (i.e., applied confining pressure variations)
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Table 1. Theoretical and Measured Compressibility Coefficients and Poroelastic Properties

Biot’s Theory Boundary Condition Theoretical Definition Measurement

Drained compressibility Cd (GPa−1) Drained − 1
Vb

(
𝜕Vb
𝜕Pc

)
pf

−
(
Δ𝜖b
ΔPc

)
pf

Biot’s coefficient 𝛼 Drained −
(
𝜕Vp

𝜕Vb

)
pf

− 1
Vb

(
ΔVf
Δ𝜖b

)
pf

Undrained compressibility Cu (GPa−1) Undrained − 1
Vb

(
𝜕Vb
𝜕Pc

)
mf

−
(
Δ𝜖b
ΔPc

)
m∗

f

Skempton’s coefficient B Undrained
(
𝜕pf
𝜕Pc

)
mf

(
Δpf
ΔPc

)
m∗

f

Zimmerman’s theory Boundary condition Theoretical definition Measurement

Bulk compressibility Cbc (GPa−1) Drained − 1
Vb

(
𝜕Vb
𝜕Pc

)
pf

−
(
Δ𝜖b
ΔPc

)
pf

Pore compressibility Cpc (GPa−1) Drained − 1
Vp

(
𝜕Vp

𝜕Pc

)
pf

− 1
Vf

(
ΔVf
ΔPc

)
pf

Bulk compressibility Cbp (GPa−1) Drained 1
Vb

(
𝜕Vb
𝜕pf

)
Pc

(
Δ𝜖b
Δpf

)
Pc

Pore compressibility Cpp (GPa−1) Drained 1
Vp

(
𝜕Vp

𝜕pf

)
Pc

∼
(
ΔVf
Δpf

)
Pc

Skeleton compressibility Cs (GPa−1) Unjacketed 1
Vb

(
𝜕Vb
𝜕Pc

)
Pd

(
Δ𝜖b
ΔPc

)
Pd

Skeleton compressibility C𝜙 (GPa−1) Unjacketed 1
Vp

(
𝜕Vp

𝜕Pc

)
Pd

–

andΔVb (i.e., sample volume variations). As the measured bulk volumetric strain (i.e.,Δ𝜖b) directly corresponds
to the normalized volume variation (i.e., ΔVb∕Vb), the equation simply rewrites as

Cs =
(
Δ𝜖b

ΔPc

)
Pd

. (6)

Similarly, using low-pressure amplitudes may ultimately allow to reach all compressibility and poroelasticity
coefficients in this same manner: Only if the amplitudes of pressures and deformations are small, compress-
ibility coefficients can be attained within a sufficiently good approximation. For most sedimentary rocks, small
linear reversible strains are commonly reached below amplitudes of 𝜖 ∼ 10−5 [e.g., Winkler and Murphy III,
1995]. This constraint requires for the amplitude of pressure variations to remain in the range P ∼ 0.1–0.2 MPa
or below. As an example, it could be shown from measurements on a weakly cemented sandstone that com-
pressibility coefficients deviate from the theoretical relations. This is because nonlinear poroelasticity comes
into play in that case.

It is important to note at this stage that all sought coefficients are steady state properties. Hence, the strain
rate (or frequency of oscillations) needs to be low enough to allow for perfect fluid pressure (pf ) equilibration
in the system. The time to reach fluid pressure equilibrium depends on the hydraulic diffusivity D, which is
a function of the rock permeability (𝜅) and the fluid viscosity (𝜂). Hence, the frequency of transient regime
decreases as permeability decreases or fluid viscosity increases, implying that rocks saturated by viscous fluids
should be measured using even lower strain rates (or frequencies). More details on this aspect are given in
Appendix A.
2.1.3. Role of the Dead Volume in the Experimental Undrained Condition
Experimentally, the pure undrained boundary conditions can seldom be attained [e.g., Ghabezloo and Sulem,
2009, 2010; Pimienta et al., 2016a]. Indeed, a dead volume is often present at both ends of the sample, i.e., in
the end platens (or end faces) and in the fluid lines. Owing to this dead volume, the fluid mass to account for is
not the one inside the sample (i.e., mf ) but the one in the system “Sample + Dead volume” (i.e., m∗

f
), such that

B∗ =
(
Δpf

ΔPc

)
m∗

f

. (7)

As detailed, for example, by Ghabezloo and Sulem [2009], owing to an interplay between the dead volume’s
and the sample’s storage capacity, the dead volume is expected to affect the undrained measurements.
Assuming a constant temperature, their equation for the measured equivalent Skempton’s coefficient B∗

rewrites [Pimienta et al., 2016a]:

B∗ =
(
Δpf

ΔPc

)
m∗

f

= B
Vb Sb

Vb Sb + Sd
. (8)
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where B is the sample’s intrinsic Skempton’s coefficient, Vb and Sb are the sample’s volume and storage capac-
ity, and Sd is the dead volume’s storage capacity. Note that we keep to the definitions by earlier works of Sb

(in Pa−1) and Sd (in m3 Pa−1) that do not have the same units. The equivalent undrained compressibility C∗
u

measured is obtained using the relation Cu = Cd − B(Cd − Cs) (and C∗
u = Cd − B∗(Cd − Cs)) and substituting

equation (8) for B∗:

C∗
u = Cd −

Vb Sb

Vb Sb + Sd
(Cd − Cu). (9)

Hence, measuring B and Cu is difficult when a dead volume is present as it relies on the precise knowledge of
two additional properties: the dead volume’s Sd and sample’s Sb storage capacity. In particular, the sample’s
storage capacity Sb would then need to be attained using the theory of poroelasticity (i.e., Sth

b ) such that

Sth
b = (Cd − Cs) + 𝜙(Cf − C𝜙). (10)

This would imply using a theoretical relation (equation (10)) to infer B and Cu in an indirect way. Note, however,
that measuring the properties for two distinct values of dead volumes allows to infer directly the sample’s
storage capacity Sb. Indeed, the two independently measured B∗

1 and B∗
2 values intrinsically relate to the two

dead volumes V1 and V2, i.e., storage capacities S1 and S2. Using equation (8) for the case of two distinct dead
volumes, one obtains

B∗
1

B∗
2

=
Vb SB

b + S1

Vb SB
b

+ S2, (11)

Hence, one directly gets the storage capacity SB
b associated to the measured B∗, such that

SB
b = 1

Vb

S2 B∗
1 − S1 B∗

2

B∗
1 − B∗

2

. (12)

where S1 and S2 are the storage capacities of the two dead volumes V1 and V2. Similarly, from equation (9),
the measured C∗

u1 and C∗
u2 can also be used to infer the associated storage capacity SCu

b such that

SCu
b = 1

Vb

S2

(
Cd − C∗

u1

)
− S1

(
Cd − C∗

u2

)
C∗

u2 − C∗
u1

. (13)

Because the pore pressure variations sustained by the pore fluid lines is below 0.1–0.2 MPa, the intrinsic com-
pressibility of the dead volume can consistently be neglected [e.g., Hsieh et al., 1981] and the dead volumes’
storage capacities simplify to S1 = V1 Cf and S2 = V2 Cf [Ghabezloo and Sulem, 2010]. Hence, SB

b and SCu
b can be

inferred independently and can be used to directly infer the rock’s sought B and Cu (equations (8) and (9)).

2.2. Experimental Setup
2.2.1. Cell, Confining Setup, and Strain Measurements
The apparatus aims at measuring simultaneously the complete set of elastic properties from low-frequency
and low-amplitude pressure oscillations. To investigate these properties at different pressures, measurements
are conducted in an oil-confining triaxial apparatus [Fortin et al., 2005] that can be used in two different setups
thanks to an axial piston that can be shifted vertically. In the first setup, the axial piston is not in contact
with the end platen (and thus the sample), allowing for studying the sample under pure isotropic conditions
[e.g., Adelinet et al., 2010; Fortin et al., 2014]. In the second setup, the piston can be shifted down to apply
a deviatoric stress on the sample [e.g., Pimienta et al., 2015b, 2016b]. Only the first setup is used here. This
setup is constituted of a hydraulic pump, allowing to create pressure oscillations in the frequency range of
f ∈ [4 × 10−3; 4 × 10−1] Hz [Pimienta et al., 2015a] and of a Keller pressure sensor accurate down to
about 0.001 MPa. Here only low-frequency (i.e., f∼10−2 Hz) oscillations are exerted so that the steady state
properties can be precisely measured.

The rock is equipped with three pairs of axial and radial FCB 350Ω strain gauges (TML, FCB-6-350-11) of 6 mm
length, directly glued on the sample. The gauges are mounted in a one fourth Wheaststone bridge, and strains
are recorded using MGCplus recording system (HBM Inc.) and Catman software.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup and the procedures
used to measure the compressibility and poroelasticity coefficients.
(a) Closing the pore fluid valves on a dead volume (i.e., V1) at both ends
of the sample allows creating experimentally undrained conditions,
and volumetric strain and fluid buildup pressure are measured. This
experimental condition is used for both unjacketed and undrained
(i.e., jacketed sample) measurements. Opening the fluid valves, the sample
is drained, and volumetric strain and fluid volume variations are measured.
Two distinct measurements are obtained from oscillating either
(b) confining pressure or (c) pore fluid pressure.

2.2.2. Pore Fluid Setup
Pore pressure is controlled externally,
and independently of the confining
pressure, by a pair of connected Quizix
servo pumps. The pore volume and
pressure measurements accuracies
are, respectively, of about Vf ∼ 0.1μL
and pf ∼ 0.001 MPa. Each of the two
pumps allows for a fluid pressure in
the range of [0; 10.5] MPa, and con-
tains a maximum fluid volume of
40 mL. Two sets of valves are placed
on the pore fluid line to create two
different dead volumes (i.e., V1 and
V2), and a Keller pressure transducer
of pf ∼ 0.001 MPa accuracy is placed
near the sample (i.e., inside the first
dead volume V1). The first set of valves
is placed near both ends of the sam-
ple (Figure 1a), so that the first dead
volume is of about V1 ∼ 6.6 mL. The

second set of valves is near the pore fluid pumps, leading to a dead volume of about V2 ∼ 12.8 mL. The sets of
valves can be either open or closed. When changing the confining pressure, the first configuration is chosen
so that the fluid is kept at a constant pressure of pf ∼ 2 MPa and the sample is drained during the pressure
ramps. Either of the two configurations is chosen depending on the measurement of interest.

Under undrained conditions (Figure 1a), either the first or the second set of valves are closed. The total vol-
ume of fluid in the undrained system is thus the addition of the sample’s pore volume and this dead volume,
i.e., either Vp + V1 or Vp + V2. Under drained conditions (Figures 1b and 1c), the first configuration is chosen
and valves are open. Under drained conditions, the pump volumes need also to be known, leading to a total
fluid volume of Vd ∼ 22.8 mL. Two protocols of confining pressure oscillations (Figure 1b) or pore pressure
oscillations (Figure 1c) are used.

The sample is measured under dry, glycerine-saturated, and water-saturated conditions, in that order. The full
saturation of the sample by glycerine is ascertained by a precise injection procedure: (1) vacuum is applied
with a vacuum pump at the sample upper end until the measured pf (at the sample’s bottom) reaches a
stable negative value of −0.08 MPa = −0.8 bar relative to atmospheric pressure (1 bar); i.e., the absolute
pressure value in the sample is pf = 1 − 0.8 = 0.2 bar; (2) then, the fluid is injected at the sample bot-
tom while maintaining the vacuum with the vacuum pump. This injection procedure (using the vacuum
pump) complements the density effect (i.e., air pushed up by the denser fluid) and was shown to allow
for a 100% fluid saturation. For the fluid-saturated samples, Terzaghi effective pressure, also known as dif-
ferential pressure Pd = Pc − pf , is used. It allows for a simple comparison between dry and fluid-saturated
conditions.
2.2.3. Experimental Procedures
Two different procedures are tested (Figure 2) to better investigate the poroelastic properties of the
liquid-saturated sample. In the first procedure (Figure 2a), the properties are measured for different values of
Terzaghi effective pressure, i.e., by increasing stepwise the confining pressure and keeping the pore pressure
constant. When increasing the confining and keeping the pore pressure constant, static measurements could
also be reached under drained conditions. In particular, these are used to compute the porosity variation from
the pressure-dependent volumetric strain. At each step of a constant Pd , the properties are measured from
low-frequency and low-amplitude pressures oscillations.

Upon completion of the first procedure, under drained conditions, pore pressure is increased to 10 MPa
and confining pressure is slowly decreased to 11 MPa. Then, the second procedure begins (Figure 2b),
and the properties are measured again from low-frequency and low-amplitude pressures oscillations.
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the measuring protocol for the two different experiments (i.e., grey zones). For both
experiments, both static (i.e., green) and oscillatory (i.e., red) measurements could be obtained for the sample. However,
only results from oscillatory measurements will be reported in the following. The first experiment (a) aims at investigating
the effect of Terzaghi effective pressure Pd on the properties. The pore pressure is maintained constant at 2 MPa and
confining pressure is increased up to 52 MPa. The second experiment (b) aims at investigating the effect of pore fluid
pressure pf while keeping Terzaghi effective pressure constant at Pd = 1 MPa.

For this procedure, Terzaghi effective pressure is always kept equal to 1 MPa but confining and pore pressure
are decreased by steps of 1 MPa. Hence, properties are measured for every MPa of confining pressure in the
range of [1, 11] MPa (i.e., pf in the range of [0, 10] MPa).

2.3. Method and Measuring Protocol
The properties sought are listed in Table (1). The signal processing is the same as used by Pimienta et al. [2015a].
While the signals’ phase shifts are not reported, this additional information could be a direct proxy that the
system is equilibrated. Provided that axial and radial strains should behave the same for an isotropic pres-
sure variation, the different measurements are equally considered to build the mean bulk strain (𝜖b) value
and the measurement error corresponds to the variability between measured strains. Because three double
strain gauges are glued to the sample, this results in a representative measurement error for all bulk prop-
erties. However, only one recording was allowed for the pore fluid volume Vf and pressure pf . Hence, the
error of measurement of pore properties (e.g., Skempton’s coefficient and Biot’s coefficient) is expected to be
underestimated.
2.3.1. Undrained and Unjacketed Boundary Conditions
Both unjacketed and undrained measuring conditions use the same undrained boundary conditions. Hence,
in addition of the oscillating confining pressure (ΔPc), the two quantities that are measured are the pore fluid
buildup pressure (Δpf ) and the volumetric strain (Δ𝜖b).

Under unjacketed conditions, the sample is placed without rubber jacket so that it is not isolated from the oil
confining medium. Then, the pore pressure (i.e., Δpf ) inside the sample equals the applied confining pressure
(i.e., ΔPc), and the sample’s matrix is submitted to coupled pressures oscillations; i.e., ΔPd = 0. This condition
is tested experimentally by recording the pore pressure directly in the dead volume, leading to measurement
of a quality control Δpf∕ΔPc. A ratio of 1 would indicate that Δpf equals ΔPc both in the sample and in the
dead volume, i.e., that the steady state conditions are met. An example is given for the oil-saturated Bentheim
sandstone sample at a confining pressure of Pc = 1 MPa (Figure 3). For a given appliedΔPc, both pore pressure
Δpf (Figure 3a) and sample’s volumetric strain Δ𝜖b (Figure 3b) are recorded. Note that Δpf = ΔPc, i.e., that the
measurement is under steady state conditions. For this example, the linear regression gives Cs = 0.0274 GPa−1

(i.e., Ks = 36.5 GPa), a value extremely close to the quartz one: Kqtz = 37 GPa [e.g., Mavko et al., 2003].

Under experimentally undrained conditions, the water- or glycerine-saturated sample is separated from the
confining oil thanks to a rubber jacket. A confining pressure oscillation ΔPc is applied, and Δpf and Δ𝜖b are
recorded. Consistently, the resultingΔpf (Figure 3c) andΔ𝜖b (Figure 3d) are, respectively, lower and larger than
for the unjacketed measurement (Figures 3a and 3b). Owing to the small-strain amplitudes, poroelasticity can
be assumed to apply, and the derivatives are directly replaced by the measured variations (Table 1). As detailed
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Figure 3. Principle for the (a, b) unjacketed and (c, d) undrained measurements for the example of a Bentheim
sandstone sample at a pressure of Pd = 1 MPa. A confining pressure oscillation (ΔPc) is applied to the rock sample.
Both measurements are under undrained boundary conditions; hence, pore buildup pressure (Δpf ) is recorded
(Figures 3a–3c) along with the volumetric strains (Δ𝜖b).

Figure 4. Principle for the drained measurements in case of (a, b) confining pressure (ΔPc) and (c, d) pore pressure (Δpf )
oscillations for the example of a Bentheim sandstone sample at a pressure of Pd = 1 MPa. For both measurements,
(Figures 4a and 4c) fluid volume variations (ΔVf ) and (Figures 4b and 4d) volumetric strains (Δ𝜖b) are recorded.
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earlier, the two parameters measured from such procedure (equations (8) and (9)) are B∗ and C∗
u (i.e., K∗

u ). Using
two different dead volumes, B and Cu can finally be reached. For the given example using the dead volume
V1, B∗

1 ∼ 0.4. Using the method described above (equations (8) and (12)), this leads to a final value of B ∼ 0.55.
2.3.2. Drained Boundary Conditions
Under drained conditions, two experiments are tested of (1) confining or (2) pore pressure oscillations. For
the case (1), confining pressure ΔPc is oscillated and pore pressure is maintained constant (i.e., Δpf = 0) by
pumping the fluid volume ΔVf (Figures 4a and 4b). For the case (2), pore pressure Δpf is oscillated while
confining pressure is maintained constant (Figures 4c and 4d). As addressed earlier, the properties recorded for
the two experiments are the fluid volumeΔVf (and not pore volumeΔVp) and volumetric strainΔ𝜖b variations.

Although the pressure amplitudes are the same as for the undrained and unjacketed measurements (Figure 3),
the strain amplitude is larger (Figures 4b and 3d). It consistently implies that rock compressibility increases
under drained conditions. Because the strain amplitude is of about 10−5, poroelasticity is again assumed to
hold (Table 1). For the drained compressibility, one obtains Cbc = 0.134 GPa−1 (i.e., Kd = 1∕Cbc = 7.46 GPa).
While the measured Kd is low (i.e., Cbc is high), it is near the one obtained for a microcracked Fontainebleau
sandstone sample of 7% porosity reported in Pimienta et al. [2016a]. For the second bulk compressibility, one
obtains Cbp =0.103 GPa−1. Consistently, one directly gets Cbp <Cbc. Let us recall that for Cpc and Cpp, the fact
that Vf differs from Vp is of importance. To avoid the possible experimental uncertainty of the fluid volume,
the directly measured Vf Cpc and ΔVf∕Δpf are reported in the following.

3. Results for a Bentheim Sandstone Sample
3.1. Bentheim Sandstone
A Bentheim sandstone sample is chosen to test the method. Because it is known to be isotropic and homoge-
neous at the sample scale [e.g. Blöcher et al., 2014], this sandstone has been largely studied and is a reference
rock for the rock physics and rock mechanics communities [e.g., Klein et al., 2001; Vajdova et al., 2004; Louis
et al., 2005; Stanchits et al., 2009; Blöcher et al., 2014; Peksa et al., 2015]. In particular, poroelastic properties
have been investigated by Blöcher et al. [2014] so that our measurements can directly be compared to theirs.

As shown from microstructural observations (Figure 5a), the rock is made of relatively angular grains appar-
ently coated by amorphous quartz that acts as cement. Hence, despite its high porosity (Figure 5a), this
sandstone is relatively well cemented. The grains are randomly oriented, with a size of about 200 μm. The rock
can thus be considered homogeneous and isotropic at the sample scale. Detailing the mineral content and its
morphology through a study of trace elements shows that all minerals contain oxygen (Figure 5b). Moreover, a
dominant amount (i.e., above 95%) of minerals also contain silicium (Figure 5c), which evidences quartz miner-
als. Few grains do not show presence of silicium, but of either (i) aluminium and potassium (Figures 5d and 5e),
or (ii) aluminium and sodium (Figures 5d and 5f), which is the signature of feldspars. No trace of iron (i.e., Fe),
magnesium (i.e., Mg), or calcium (i.e., Ca) could be found. Hence, the rock can consistently be considered as
quartz rich (i.e., >95% in quartz grains), with only a small content of feldspars.

As detailed in the literature, the porosity for this rock ranges from 20% up to about 25%. As measured
by the three weighting method, the sample studied has a porosity of about 24.3%. Consistently, the fluid
volume injected in the sample (of total volume slightly below ∼100 mL) at lowest differential pressure of
Pd = 3 − 2 = 1 MPa is of about 23.6 mL. The porosity evolution with increasing differential pressure is
obtained from the strain variation of the quasi-static ramps between each measuring plateau. The measured
volumetric strain as a function of Pd (Figure 6a) highlights two distinct trends. At pressures below 15 MPa, a
nonlinear trend is observed. At pressures beyond this threshold, the volumetric strain evolves linearly. This
pressure is addressed as the crack closing pressure, i.e., the pressure beyond which the open microcracks
(or grain contacts) are closed (i.e., schematics in Figure 6a). The permeability of the rock sample is obtained
from measuring the quasi-static fluid flow through the pore pressure gradient, using Darcy’ equation.
Consistently with earlier studies [e.g., Louis et al., 2005], the resulting permeability is about 5 × 10−13 m2, with
no observable pressure dependence (Figure 6b).

3.2. Drained Properties
Under drained conditions, all four Zimmerman’s compressibility coefficients may be attained. The directly
measured Cbc, Cbp, Vf Cpc, and ΔVf∕Δpf are investigated as a function of Pd (Figure 7a) for a fixed value of
pf = 2 MPa. While only Cbc was also measured under dry conditions, all four compressibility coefficients are
under water- and glycerine-saturated conditions.
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Figure 5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging of a thin section of the Bentheim sandstone sample of study:
(a) Reflexion imaging of the thin section (SEM). Characterization through imaging with an energy dispersive spectrometer
(EDS and SEM) of the trace elements for (b) oxygen, (c) silicium (Si), (d) aluminium (Al), (e) potassium (K), and (f ) sodium
(Na) in the rock sample.

The four compressibility coefficients decrease as Pd increases, down to an asymptotic value at Pd = 15 MPa.
Interestingly, for all compressibility coefficients, no effect of the saturating fluid can be observed. In particu-
lar, no difference is observed for Cbc between dry, water-saturated, and glycerine-saturated conditions. This
result proves the repeatability of the method for this rock sample, even using a liquid as viscous as the glycer-
ine. Although strong elastic weakening from rock-fluid interaction have been observed in some porous and
ill-cemented sandstones [e.g., Pimienta et al., 2014; David et al., 2015], this result further highlights the absence
of any elastic weakening for this sandstone sample.

Note at this stage that the pore compressibility coefficients (i.e., Cpc and Cpp) can be obtained from the known
fluid volume Vf . Correcting Cpc for Vf yields values from about 0.6 GPa−1 at Pd = 1 MPa down to 0.1 GPa−1

beyond Pd = 15 MPa. Cpc is larger than the bulk compressibilities Cbc and Cbp. At lowest Pd = 1 MPa, the value
of Cpc = 0.6 GPa−1 is also larger than the compressibility of glycerine (i.e., Cgly = 0.23 GPa−1) or even water
(i.e., Cwat = 0.45 GPa−1). Comparing now Vf Cpc and ΔVf∕Δpf , the exact same pressure dependence is
observed. This observation may imply that the relation (Cpc − Cpp) is constant with Pd . Note, however, that
Cpp cannot be computed directly as it depends on the intrinsic compressibility of the pore fluid [Zimmerman,
2000]. This aspect will be further addressed in section 5.

From the confining pressure oscillations, Biot’s coefficient 𝛼 (equation (1)) is also measured as a function of
Pd (Figure 7b). Again, no dependence to the saturating fluid is observed. Under both water and glycerine

Figure 6. Measured (a) volumetric strain and (b) permeability as a function of differential pressure (i.e., Terzaghi effective
pressure) of Pd = [1; 30] MPa. The volumetric strain is measured under dry conditions and permeability is measured
under water saturation. The crack closing pressure (i.e., grey area) differentiates the linear from nonlinear variation of
the volumetric strain, which is illustrated by schematics microstructures below and above the closing pressure.
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Figure 7. Direct measurement of the drained properties as a function of Pd for the Bentheim sandstone sample under
dry, glycerine-, and water-saturated conditions: (a) Zimmerman’s compressibility coefficients (i.e., Cbc, Cbp, Vf Cpc, and
ΔVf∕Δpf ) and (b) Biot’s coefficient 𝛼.

saturation, a large dependence to Pd is observed. The 𝛼 values are close to 1 at lowest pressures and decrease
down to 0.4 beyond Pd = 15 MPa. This value, considered to be the crack closing pressure, is the same for all
compressibility coefficients.

Overall, five coefficients have been measured under drained boundary conditions. Cpp, however, needs further
correction to be attained and will only be addressed in section 5. Note further that𝛼 is obtained using the same
data as the combination between Cbc and Cpc. Hence, only three coefficients can be considered as precisely
measured independently.

3.3. Unjacketed and Undrained Properties
Under unjacketed boundary conditions, the skeleton compressibility Cs is obtained. The apparent undrained
compressibility coefficients C∗

u and Skempton’s coefficient B∗ are obtained under either water or glycerine sat-
uration, using two sets values of dead volumes V1 and V2. All coefficients are reported as a function of Terzaghi
effective pressure Pd (Figure 8). The dry (i.e., drained) bulk compressibility Cbc is reported for comparison.

As compared to the large-pressure dependence observed for Cbc, only a small-pressure dependence is
observed for all other compressibility coefficients (Figure 8a). In particular, the values obtained of the
unjacketed Cs are very low. While slightly higher than the quartz compressibility Cm at low Pd , the skele-
ton compressibility Cs attains the value of 0.027 GPa−1 (i.e., Ks = Km = 37 GPa) beyond Pd = 5 MPa. The
measurement directly implies that the relation Cs = Cm is verified for this rock sample.

Under undrained conditions, the compressibility coefficients and its pressure dependence (Figure 8a) are
in between drained and unjacketed conditions. All measured B∗ are initially large and then decrease as Pd

increases (Figure 8b). Consistently with its definition in poroelasticity, a dependence to the saturating fluid

Figure 8. Dependence to Pd of the (a) unjacketed compressibility (i.e., Cs) and (b) undrained properties (i.e., C∗
u and B∗),

measured using the undrained boundary conditions, for the Bentheim sandstone sample under fluid saturation. For the
unjacketed measurement, the sample is fully saturated by the confining oil. For the undrained measurement, the sample
is fully saturated by either water or glycerine and two dead volumes (i.e., V1 and V2) are tested. The range of values
found for the quartz mineral compressibility Cquartz [Mavko et al., 2003] is reported as grey zone.
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Figure 9. Direct measurement of the drained properties as a function of pf (at a constant Pd = 1 MPa) for the Bentheim
sandstone sample under dry, glycerine-, and water-saturated conditions: (a) Zimmerman’s compressibility coefficients
(i.e., Cbc, Cbp, Vf Cpc, and ΔVf∕Δpf ) and (b) Biot’s coefficient 𝛼.

is observed under undrained conditions. The measured C∗
u and B∗ under glycerine-saturated conditions are,

respectively, lower and larger than under water-saturated conditions. The measured values of C∗
u are higher

as the value of dead volume is higher (i.e., V1 < V2). The reverse is observed for B∗. This is consistent with the
equations accounting for the effect of the dead volume under undrained conditions (equations (8) and (9)).
Moreover, the data set using different dead volumes allows for the independent determination of the stor-
age capacity Sb (equations (12) and (13)). Hence, four independent properties are accessed from these
measurements: one under unjacketed (i.e., Cs) and three under undrained conditions (i.e., Cu, B, and Ss).

3.4. Role of Pore Fluid Pressure
The effect of pore fluid pressure on the different properties is measured using the second procedure. For a
constant value of Pd = 1 MPa, pore or confining pressure oscillations are performed for different values of
pf . Again, only direct measurements are reported. Bulk and pore compressibility coefficients (Figure 9a) and
Biot’s coefficient (Figure 9b) are reported as a function of pf .

No dependence to pf is observed for any of the coefficients. The measured values are stable, independently of
the saturating fluid and its pressure. Under water saturation, it directly implies that the rock is fully saturated,
i.e., that no gas bubbles are present in the medium. Indeed, gas-water mixture highly depends on pressure.
While air bubbles are ex-solved at low pf , the bubbles dissolve and only water remains at high pf . Furthermore,
the measurement also implies that all properties strictly depend on Pd but not on pf , i.e., that the effective
stress coefficient for these properties is of 1 for this rock sample.

4. Comparison With Theoretical Relations and Interpretations

Overall, the data set reports seven compressibility and poroelastic coefficients measured independently: one
under unjacketed conditions (i.e., Cs), three under drained conditions (i.e., Cbc, Cbp, and Cpc or 𝛼), and three
under undrained conditions (i.e., Cu, B, and Ss). Note directly the overall consistency of the measurements with
the poroelastic theory: (i) No effect of the saturating fluid is observed under drained conditions, and large
effects are observed under undrained ones; (ii) the measured Cs is in the measurable range of Cquartz; and (iii)
the effects of the fluid compressibility and of the dead volume on the undrained properties are consistent.
Theoretically, only four properties are expected to be independent, and several relations exist to link all
properties together [e.g., Detournay and Cheng, 1993; Guéguen and Bouteca, 2004]. Using this data set, the
theoretical relations can be checked.

4.1. Drained Properties
4.1.1. Zimmerman’s Compressibilities
Using thermodynamic relations, Zimmerman et al. [1986] showed that three relations exist between the
compressibility coefficients such that

Cs = Cbc − Cbp, (14)

C𝜙 = Cpc − Cpp. (15)

Cbp = 𝜙Cpc, (16)
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Figure 10. Comparison between measured and inferred drained coefficients as a function of Pd for the Bentheim
sandstone sample saturated by glycerine (i.e., red) or water (i.e., blue). Using Zimmerman’s theory, comparison for
(a) skeleton unjacketed compressibility (Cs) and (b) bulk compressibility Cbp. Using poroelasticity and Zimmerman’s
theory, comparison between (c, d) Biot’s coefficient 𝛼 values. For Cs , the range of values found for the quartz mineral
compressibility Cquartz [Mavko et al., 2003] is reported as grey zone.

Unfortunately, Cpp could not be precisely obtained so that C𝜙 cannot be directly accessed (see section 5).
Hence, only equations (14) and (16) can be checked against the reported data (Figures 10a and 10b). Com-
paring first the inferred (equation (14)) and measured Cs as the function of Pd (Figure 10a) shows a good fit.
While a very small pressure dependence is observed below 5 MPa for the measured and inferred Cs, all values
essentially fit with the quartz mineral Cqtz. This is consistent as this sandstone is quartz rich (Figure 5a).

Both predicted (equation (16)) and measured Cbp show an important pressure dependence (Figure 10b). Con-
sidering a possible underestimation of the total fluid volume for the value of Cpc, thus shifting Cth

bp slightly up,
equation (16) fits approximately the data at pressures beyond Pd = 5 MPa. This is, however, not the case at
lower pressure values. At Pd = 1 MPa, the predicted Cth

bp (equation (16)) is close to 0.2 GPa−1. Yet the measured
Cmeas

bp did not exceed values of about 0.1 GPa−1. Hence, the pressure dependence and values at low pressures
of Cbp and Cpc do not fit well. This observation may imply that the intrinsic compressibility of pores and matrix
do not follow the poroelastic theory at low pressures, i.e., when microcracks are open in the rock sample.
4.1.2. Biot’s Coefficient
Starting from its definition (equation (1)), several relations exist to determine Biot’s coefficient [e.g., Biot, 1941;
Detournay and Cheng, 1993; Zimmerman, 2000; Bemer et al., 2001]. In particular, because Cs, Cbc, Cbp, and Cpc

were measured here, three distinct relations may be used:

𝛼1 = 𝜙
Cpc

Cbc
, 𝛼2 =

Cbp

Cbc
, and 𝛼3 = 1 −

Cs

Cbc
. (17)

It is of interest to compare these three independently inferred 𝛼i to the directly measured 𝛼 over the pressure
range (Figures 10c and 10d). As expected, because it is calculated from the same measurement as Cpc and Cbc,
the predicted 𝛼1 fits with the measured 𝛼 (Figure 10c). The small difference probably originates from a small
error in accounting for the fluid volume in the calculation of Cpc.

However, 𝛼2 and 𝛼3 do not fit with 𝛼 (Figure 10d). The values of 𝛼2 and 𝛼3 are higher than 𝛼 values at pressures
above 5 MPa. Moreover, at Pd =1 MPa, the values of 𝛼2 and 𝛼3 are of 0.8 and not 𝛼=1. This difference is consis-
tent with the earlier comparison between measured Cbp and 𝜙 Cpc (Figure 10b). Again, an intrinsic difference
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Figure 11. Dependence to Pd of the corrected (a) Skempton’s coefficient (B) and (b) undrained compressibility (Cu) for
the water- and glycerine-saturated Bentheim sandstone. For the correction, only the measurements of B∗1 and C∗

u1
(i.e., dead volume V1) have been used, and corrected using either SB

b
and SCu

b
. Comparison between measured and

predicted (c) Skempton’s coefficient (B) and (d) undrained compressibility (Cu) for the water- and glycerine-saturated
Bentheim sandstone.

in values and pressure dependence is observed between the bulk (i.e., Cbc and Cbp) and pore (i.e., Cpc) com-
pressibility coefficients. Often, Biot’s coefficient is calculated from 𝛼3. In the present case, this would imply
underestimating both value and pressure dependence of 𝛼.

4.2. Undrained Properties: Cu and B
4.2.1. Inferred Undrained Properties
As shown from the measurements of C∗

u and B∗ (Figure 8), a large effect of the dead volume and fluid com-
pressibility is observed. This result is consistent with existing theories [e.g., Ghabezloo and Sulem, 2009]. Using
the measurements with the two dead volumes, V1 and V2, the sample’s storage capacity Sb can be obtained
from equations (12) and (13). The independently inferred SB

b and SCu
b are then used to correct for the effect of

the dead volume (equations (8) and (9)). From these calculations, the sample’s intrinsic undrained B and Cu

are reported as a function of Pd (Figures 11a and 11b).

Consistently, the values for B increased for both water and glycerine saturation as compared to the values
without the dead volume corrections (Figure 8). Under glycerine-saturated conditions, the values range from
B = 0.8 at low Pd down to about B = 0.5 above Pd = 10 MPa. Under water saturation, the values are
shifted down and vary from 0.6 down to 0.35. The values found for Cu also show a pressure dependence
below Pd = 10 MPa only. At low Pd , a difference is observed in the pressure dependence of B and Cu under
either water or glycerine saturation. While, as expected, a larger pressure dependence is observed for Cu of the
water-saturated sample than under glycerine saturation, the variation of B under water saturation is smaller
than under glycerine-saturated conditions. This observation points out to an error in the measurement of B
under water-saturated conditions.

4.2.2. Links With the Drained Properties
Relations exist to calculate the undrained properties, provided that the drained ones are known. Using
Biot-Gassman theory and the relation for Biot’s coefficient, B and Cu may be obtained from the compressibili-
ties Cd and Cs, such that

B1 =
C−1

u1 − C−1
d

𝛼3 C−1
u1

, and Cu1 = Cd −
(Cd − Cs)2

(Cd − Cs) + 𝜙 (Cf − C𝜙)
. (18)
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Moreover, as shown by Zimmerman [2000], the undrained poroelastic properties B and Cu may also be
defined in terms of compressibility coefficients such that:

B2 =
Cpc

Cpc + (Cf − C𝜙)
, and Cu2 = Cbc −

CbpCpc

Cpc + (Cf − C𝜙)
. (19)

Because C𝜙 could unfortunately not be measured, we here follow the usual assumption that C𝜙 = Cs, so
that B and Cu are attained. The prediction and measurement of B and Cu are compared as a function of Pd

(Figures 11c and 11d). For both saturating fluids and as a function of Pd , very similar values are obtained
between measurements and predictions. More precisely, B2 (equation (19)) under glycerine saturation reaches
0.8 at Pd = 1 MPa. This is precisely this value that has been obtained for the corrected B (Figure 11a). Moreover,
a very good fit is observed also when comparing the corrected and predicted values of Cu (Figure 11b). Only
for the comparison between predicted and measured B under water saturation, one observes a deviation at
Pd > 5 MPa. The cause probably lies in an error of measurement for B of the water saturated rock at high Pd .

5. Discussion
5.1. Comparison With the Data From Blöcher et al. [2014]
Blöcher et al. [2014] reported measurement of poroelastic properties of Bentheim sandstone, using either
direct or indirect methods. They reported differences between direct and indirect Biot’s (𝛼) and Skempton’s
(B) coefficients for their measurements. Interestingly, very similar observations can be made here. The authors
explained the differences in terms of possible measurement errors due to the jacketing entering the pore
space, with a penetration depth amounting to about 26 μm. Note, however, that our measuring method is
different from that of Blöcher et al. [2014]: Here the strain gauges are directly glued to the sample surface.
Moreover, the pore diameter is small (i.e., below 100 μm), and the amplitude of pressure variations is very low
(i.e., below 0.2 MPa). Thus, we expect for their interpretation to be unlikely in the present case. Let us review
here the differences they found and the comparison with what is found here.

As shown from their measurements, while the direct 𝛼 they obtained was of about 1 at lowest Pd , the indi-
rect one was as high as about 0.8. This is precisely what is measured here. Moreover, the directly measured
Skempton’s coefficient (Bdir) is close to 1 at lowest values of Pd = 1 MPa then rapidly decreases down to 0.6
above Pd = 8 MPa. In case of the Bind inferred from poroelastic theory, the values are lower, ranging between
0.8 and 0.6. In our case, both the direct and indirect measurements fit with the Bind of Blöcher et al. [2014].
However, the variations from 0.8 to 0.6 the authors measured were on a water-saturated sample. Here only
under glycerine saturation does B reach values of 0.8 at lowest Pd . Under water saturation, because the water
bulk modulus is lower, B values are lower and never exceed 0.6 (Figure 11).

Hence, the two studies hold very similar values of both direct and indirect Biot’s coefficients. This implies that,
under drained boundary conditions, the two experimental approaches hold consistent results. However, the
difference in data sets under undrained conditions may imply that at least one of the experimental approaches
bear an intrinsic bias. While not much conclusion can be given at this point, it remains of interest to discuss
further on the possible bias. Because the authors found a method to measure pore pressure in the rock sample
and not in the dead volume, the method of measurement of Blöcher et al. [2014] should be more trusted.
It could thus be that the effect of the dead volumes is here underestimated. On the other hand, because
Blöcher et al. [2014] use larger amplitudes of pressure variations, it remains possible for their values of B to
be overestimated. Indeed, Blöcher et al. [2014] also found both a drained bulk modulus and a skeleton bulk
modulus exceedingly small at low Pd of about Kd = 2.22 GPa (i.e., Cd = 0.45 GPa−1) and Ks = 28.82 GPa (i.e.,
Cs = 0.0347 GPa−1). Such low values could be questioned. Indeed, (i) obtaining a Kd exceedingly near the one
of water (i.e., Kwat ∼ 2.2 GPa) seems unlikely in a compacted and probably cemented rock, and (ii) it remains
surprising to obtain a value of Ks much lower that the Kquartz in such a clean sandstone.

5.2. Insights on Cpp and C𝝓

The pore compressibility coefficients Cpp and C𝜙 have been a major source of debate during the last decades
[e.g., Brown and Korringa, 1975; Müller and Sahay, 2012, 2014]. Because it involves measuring precisely the
pores volume variations Vp as a response of pf variations, the coefficients are particularly difficult to obtain
experimentally [e.g., Zimmerman, 2000]. However, because these coefficients are important intrinsic proper-
ties of the rocks, ruling, for example, the response to hydraulic fracturing, they have been inferred by several
authors [e.g., Berge and Berryman, 1995; Hart and Wang, 1995, 2010]. In particular, Berge and Berryman [1995]
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and Hart and Wang [2010] used the directly measured B coefficient to infer C𝜙. From this approach, Berge and
Berryman [1995] obtained negative values for C𝜙, and Hart and Wang [2010] obtained values ranging from to
C𝜙 ∼ Cf down to C𝜙 ∼ Cs at higher differential pressure. Both results are surprising and are discussed below.

5.2.1. Insights From the Direct Measurements
As directly measured (Figure 7a), Vf Cpc and ΔVf∕Δpf have a very similar pressure dependence, which would
directly imply that C𝜙 is constant with Pd (equation (15)). However, as noted by Zimmerman et al. [1986], Cpp

can only be attained after correction for the effect of the pore fluid compressibility Cf . At this point, it is of
interest to better investigate the property actually measured. We consider the total fluid volume, constituted
of the sample pore volume Vp and the additional fluid volume Vd (i.e., pumps + dead volumes). The variation
in the total fluid mass (mf=𝜌f (Vp + Vd)) from pore pressure variations pf in this volume is such that

(
𝜕mf

𝜕pf

)
Pc

=
(
𝜕𝜌f

𝜕pf

)
Pc

(Vp + Vd) + 𝜌f

(
𝜕(Vp + Vd)

𝜕pf

)
Pc

(20)

Substituting for the definition of 𝜌f Cf = 𝜕𝜌f∕𝜕pf and VpCpp = 𝜕Vp∕𝜕pf , and because the total fluid mass is
constant in the system (i.e., 𝜕mf = 0), one directly gets

0 = Cf (Vp + Vd) + VpCpp +
(
𝜕Vd

𝜕pf

)
Pc

(21)

Finally, the direct measurement thus equals to

−
(
𝜕Vd

𝜕pf

)
Pc

= Cf (Vp + Vd) + VpCpp (22)

Hence, Cpp should be ideally attained from the direct measurements. Note, however, that using such for-
mula holds values in Cpp larger than Cpc. Owing to the large effect of the interplay between dead volume
and fluid compressibility, this measurement probably cannot be trusted at this point and would need more
investigation.
5.2.2. Cpp and C𝝓 Inferred From the Other Coefficients
Usually, in a simple approach, the directly measured B and Cbc (i.e., Kd) are used to infer Cpp or C𝜙 [e.g., Berge
and Berryman, 1995; Hart and Wang, 2010]. However, the equation used relies on intermediate relations that
may not always be verified in rocks [e.g., Müller and Sahay, 2014]. From Zimmerman [2000], Cpp could, for
example, be obtained from either (i) Cu, Cbc, Cbp, and Cpc or (ii) B and Cpc. Once Cpp is known, C𝜙 could
be attained (equation (15)) Because not all parameters are commonly measured, using different relations
(e.g., equations (14)–(16)), Cbp, Cpc, or Cu and B could be further obtained from the measurable Cbc and known
constants such as𝜙, Cm, or Cf . An example of such calculation of Cpp is shown in Table (2), with C𝜙 then directly
inferred from equation (14). The first set of equations (i.e., equations (1) and (2) from Table 2) represents the first
order of assumption as it uses no intermediate relations. As the degree of combining increases, the amount
of unknown parameters needed decreases.

Using the different relations, predictions of Cpp are tested as a function of Pd (Figures 12a, 12c, and 12e). Note
directly that the two equations of each line of Table (2), as a function of Cu or B, gave very similar results
and only the equations involving the compressibility Cu is reported here. Note also that predictions from the
second row of the table (i.e., equations (3) and (4) from Table 2) are not reported as it gave very erratic results.
Once Cpp is predicted, further using the directly measured Cpc, C𝜙 is inferred (Figures 12b, 12d, and 12f).

Comparing first the three predicted Cpc, interestingly, all equations (Table 2) predict the same values at pres-
sures beyond 5 MPa. As a consequence, considering the errors propagated by using all measuring errors, a
good fit is obtained from all equations on the inferred C𝜙 for Pd > 5 MPa. This is precisely what was observed
by Hart and Wang [2010]. Yet only the first prediction (Figure 12a) shows a pressure-dependent variation and
values of Cpp very similar to the measured Cpc. The two others (Figures 12c and 12e) are very similar and pre-
dict a lower pressure dependence, with values of Cpp ∼ 0.4 GPa−1 at Pd = 1 MPa. As a direct consequence, a
large difference is observed in the inferred C𝜙. The one inferred from the first prediction (Figure 12b) results
constant with Pd , with values in the range of C𝜙 = Cs. Yet the two others (Figures 12d and 12f) show less
accurate values that range between 0.22 GPa−1 and 0 or even negative values.

To the first order of observation, these calculations directly imply that, for the pressures often encountered
at depth (i.e., Pd > 5 MPa), all relations lead to very similar results of C𝜙∼Cs. Hence, the more convenient
(i.e., only Cbc = K−1

d is unknown) last row of Table (2) can rightfully be used. To the second order, at Pd < 5 MPa,
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Table 2. Theoretical Relations by Decreasing Amount of Constants in
Order to Obtain the Pore Compressibility Coefficient Cpp (or C𝜙)a

Measured Coefficients Relation

Cbc, Cbp, Cpc, and Cu Cpp = CbpCpc

Cbc−Cu
− Cf

Cpc and B Cpp = Cpc

B
− Cf

Cbc, Cbp, and Cu Cpp =
C2

bp

𝜙(Cbc−Cu)
− Cf

Cbp and B Cpp = Cbp

𝜙B
− Cf

Cbc and Cu Cpp = (Cbc−Cqtz)2

𝜙(Cbc−Cu)
− Cf

Cbc and B Cpp = (Cbc−Cqtz)
𝜙B

− Cf

Cbc Cpp = (Cbc−Cqtz)2

𝜙(Cbc−Cu1)
− Cf

Cbc Cpp = (Cbc−Cqtz)
𝜙B1

− Cf

aIn the last two lines, Cu1 and B1 are calculated after equation (18),
assuming that C𝜙 = Cs = Cqtz.

Figure 12. Comparison between measured Cpc and predicted Cpp from the different equations listed in Table 2
(i.e., left part) and prediction of C𝜙 = Cpc − Cpp (i.e., right part). (a–e) Equations with decreasing amount of unknown
and increasing weight of the underlying assumptions. Because it involved accounting for too many measurement errors,
the assessment of the error on the predictions was not calculated.
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it seems that using either a large number of parameters (i.e., first row of Table 2) or large degrees of iterations
(i.e., third and fourth rows of Table 2) lead to very different results. With large degrees of iterations, thus using
a small number of parameters, one would attain results similar to the ones of Berge and Berryman [1995] and
Hart and Wang [2010] for this rock sample, of a highly pressure-dependent C𝜙 ranging from Cf down to nega-
tive values. However, with using all measurable parameters and limiting the degree of iterations, one obtains
a C𝜙 that is independent of pressure and in the range of Cs and Cqtz. Consistently, this result is confirmed by
the direct measurements, implying for C𝜙 to be independent of Pd and exceedingly near the values of Cs and
Cqtz for this rock.

6. Conclusion

A method was developed to measure the compressibility and poroelastic coefficients of a porous sample from
low-amplitude and low-frequency pressure oscillations. It is shown that three out of the four compressibility
coefficients of Zimmerman [2000] can be precisely measured in the pressure range of [1; 30] MPa under dry,
glycerine-, and water-saturated conditions. Moreover, the undrained compressibility and Skempton’s coef-
ficients can also be precisely measured under glycerine- and water-saturated conditions. Consistently, the
dead volume and fluid compressibility appear to strongly affect the measurements under undrained condi-
tions. Under drained conditions, no effect of the saturating fluid is observed, implying the absence of any
fluid-induced elastic weakening. In total, seven constants are measured independently.

Thermodynamic relations exist to compare the different compressibility coefficients. Overall, a good fit is
observed between drained, undrained, and unrelaxed coefficients. The attained skeleton compressibility fit
such that C𝜙 = Cs = Cm for all values of Pd , i.e., the rock is both microhomogeneous and macrohomoge-
neous. In order to infer C𝜙, all tested relations prove to lead to very similar results at Pd > 5 MPa, i.e., pressure
values more representative at depth. However, a bias seems to be introduced when increasing the degree of
combining to decrease the amount of unknown.

Appendix A: Role of the Strain Rate

All sought properties are steady state properties. Hence, the strain rate (or frequency of oscillations) needs to
be low enough to allow for perfect fluid pressure (pf ) equilibration in the system. The time to reach fluid pres-
sure equilibrium depends on the sample’s intrinsic hydraulic diffusivity D. The diffusion equation satisfied by
pore pressure [e.g., Rice and Cleary, 1976] contains a source term associated with oscillating confining pres-
sure [e.g., Pimienta et al., 2016a] or pore fluid pressure [e.g., Song and Renner, 2007]. The equation may finally
be solved using either drained, experimentally undrained, or unjacketed boundary conditions. An example
of model predictions of compressibility coefficients Cbc (Figure A1a) and Cbp (Figure A1b) as a function of the
measuring frequency are reported using the input parameters for a 7% Fontainebleau sandstone [Pimienta
et al., 2016a] and the Bentheim sandstone studied here. By changing the boundary conditions, the model
could also be used to infer the frequency dependence of Cu [e.g., Pimienta et al., 2016a] and Cs.

Ultimately, it can be shown that all measured properties highly depend on the strain rate, or frequency, of
measurement. Taking, for example, the bulk compressibility coefficients,

1. The measured “drained” Cbc(meas) (Figure A1a) will range from Cbc = Cd at low frequencies, down to Cu at
highest frequencies as fluid has no time to flow out of the sample. Hence, measurements at high strain rate
will imply underestimating the drained Cbc;

2. The measured “drained” Cbp(meas) (Figure A1b) will range from Cbp at low frequencies, down to 0 at highest
frequencies as fluid has no time to penetrate inside the sample. Hence, at high strain rate, the measurements
will underestimate Cbp.

3. The measured “undrained” Cu(meas) (or B(meas)) will range from C∗
u (or B∗) at low frequency, up to Cu

(or down to 0) at highest frequency as fluid has no time to escape the sample. Hence, if a dead volume
exists, a high strain rate will in particular imply for underestimating the rock’s B value;

4. The measured “unjacketed” Cs(meas) will range from Cs at low frequencies, down to Cd at highest frequen-
cies as fluid has no time to penetrate inside the sample so that pf = 0. Hence, at high strain rate, Cs will be
strongly overestimated (i.e. Ks is underestimated) by the measurement.

Note finally that the results are highly dependent on the rock’s intrinsic permeability. As shown, because the
modeled rocks in Figure (A1) are relatively permeable, frequency dependent variations are expected to occur
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Figure A1. Diffusion equation solutions adapted from Pimienta et al. [2016a] showing the dependence of elastic
properties to the measuring frequency for the drained to undrained transition. The partial derivative equation is solved
under drained boundary conditions using two distinct source terms of (a and c) confining pressure oscillations and
(b and d) pore fluid pressure oscillations. The reported (Figures A1a and A1c) Cbc and (Figures A1b and A1d) Cbp are
calculated from the ratio volumetric between strain and either confining or pore pressure. To show the effect of the
rock’s properties, two rock samples are studied of (Figures A1a and A1b) the 7% porosity Fontainebleau sandstone
[Pimienta et al., 2016a] and (Figures A1c and A1d) the 25% porosity Bentheim sandstone investigated in this work.

only at high frequencies. For the 7% Fontainebleau sandstone (i.e., 5 × 10−14 m2 permeability), the variation
is expected to occur only above a frequency of f = 1 Hz under water saturation. Because only steady state
properties are sought, it implies that the frequency should never go beyond 1 Hz for this rock under water
saturation. But, under glycerine saturation, measurements should be below f = 10−2 Hz. Indeed, for higher
frequencies, the transient values measured would be much lower than the steady state rock intrinsic prop-
erties. In case of the 25% Bentheim sandstone investigated in this study (i.e., 5 × 10−13 m2 permeability), the
frequency-dependent variations are expected only beyond f = 2×10−1 Hz under glycerine saturation. Hence,
the properties reported in this manuscript, measured at f = 10−2 Hz, are clearly in the steady state range.
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